
Board Summary for CoDA World Board Conference Call 
September 13, 2014 - 8:30 AM PST 

The Board of Trustees met in September by teleconference. Members in attendance included: Hal H. Gerald B., Lorraine 
O. David Mc, Chris H. as voting members. Alternate trustees included John R.,  
Werner S.,  Conni I guest 

After our usual opening procedures, we approved the following minutes: August 18 11 minutes  

Incomplete GC 
July 5, 6, minutes, July 11, minutes, August 18 -unanimous 

Our first item for discussion was the treasurer’s report. Our balances as of August 29th were: Checking $26,219.45 - 
saving   $315,127.69. Our deposits were noted and the need to identify the deposits. It was also noted that our deposits 
for this period was low.  

Other observations: 

• Followup required with CoRE on royalty payment 
• ERR’s 3 approved and 9 still holding. Discussion around making the process smoother, including numbering 

ERR’s 
• Opening of 2nd “bank account tabled until issues around legal address completed. 
• Treasurer’s report approved 

With the completion of treasurer’s report we went on to discuss our legal address. We currently have 3 addresses for 
CoDA, the PO Box, CoDA’s lawyers’ address, and SOS.  

Discussion around what is our “legal” address is so we can open a second bank account.  
Some points that were introduced: 

• Need for one address for everything. 
• Need for consistency for picking up mail etc. 
• PO Box not legal address 
• Is there a cost for SOS to take over legal address 

After discussion we had a motion: we keep our legal address as the attorney’s office and keep our PO Box – 
unanimous  

At this point we moved to extend meeting by 30 minutes unanimous 

Discussion around storing documents in one repository for permanent use in the future online – keep all 
documents on server. It was determined that a central area would be workable online and backups at SOS. 
Action would be John R and Gerry B to work together to research and create this area. A working model of 
depository will be created for board. Included in this discussion is the need to look at who has access to trusted 
servants area and to have more transparency blanking out names and address if necessary - consensus 

Discussion around guidelines to contacting professionals as attorneys SOS and CPA. Currently there are no formal 
procedures. The concern was the possibility to run over budget. Discussion to be ongoing. 
A motion was made at this point for Legal liaison to be allowed to consult with Adam our lawyer about important 
copyright issues in other Countries. Report to be made to board. After much discussion it was approved for up to 1.5 
hours. 

All other items were tabled   

moved to adjourn and closed with the Serenity Prayer 



 


